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◾The word ‘research’ means : to travel

through or survey .

>Defined as :Systematic investigation into

a problem or situation .

>Aims to :

1. Identify facts &opinions .

2. Assist in solving problems .

3. Filling scientific gaps .

◾How to do research ?

1. Identify an issue < �ᑺ� ᑺ� �� �ᑺ�闀 �����>.
�� Find out what’s already known about

it .

�� Plan for research design (D=>
framework that has been created to find

answers to research Q’s )& methodology .

�� Instrumentation & Sampling .

�� Data analysis .

�� Conclusions >Interpretations >Recom.

◾Types of researches :

Generally classified as two >

1) Observational aka

non-experimental/descriptive

�� Experimental aka interventional

◾Experimental can be either RCT or

non-RCT .

◾Observational can be either Descriptive

(Case report & Case Series ) or analytical

✔Obeservational Study

Used to > establish only association b/w

variables rather than a causal relationship .

Types >

Case report , case series , cohort study ,

case control study , cross-sectional study

(1) Cross-Sectional

◾Capture info based on data gathered for

a specific point of time .

◾Used to > Find relation b/w two things &

prevalence .

◾+ves : Fast , inexpensive & no loss to

follow up .

◾ -ves : can’t determine causal

relation.&impractical for rare dz’s .

(2) Cohort Study

◾Used to >

1) investigate the causes of disease .

�� establish links b/w RFs and health

outcomes.

◾Types of cohort studies ?

1. Prospective .

planned in advance and carried out

over a future period of time.

�� Retrospective .

look at data that already exist

and try to identify RFs for particular

conditions.

3. Combined -Amphi

◾Cohort studies typically observe large

groups of individuals, recording their

exposure to certain RFs to find clues as to

the possible causes of disease.

(3) Case-Control study

◾designed to help determine if an

exposure is associated w/ an outcome.

◾+ves :

Cheaper , Quicker , gd for dz’s w/ long

latency period , can assess multiple

exposures , gd for rare dz’s .

◾ -ves :

Retrospective ,can only assess one

outcome (dz) , can’t establish risk , can’t

establish prevalence .



✔ Interventional Study

▶Establish causality

Types of intervention studies :

(1) Theraputic Trials & Preventive Trials .

��� Community Trials & Clinical Trials .

➡Theraputic Vs Preventive

Theraputic > evaluating new tx for existing

dz .

Preventive >assessing preventive

interventions (prevent a dz from

developing) .

➡Clinical Vs Community

Clinical > individual-level intervention

(meds /psychotherapy ) .

Community >Group-level intervention

(edu programm / an environmental

alteration)

Steps of research ?
Select and define the problem to be

studied ➡Formulate research

Q/hypothesis➡Collect data➡analyze

collected data ➡report results

Research objectives :

General➡ long-term gial/ultimate

purpose .

Specific ➡Aims to be accomplished by the

end of the study(research).’

Research proposal flow chart

(1) Intro

✔Definition of the problem under study

✔Magnitude of the problem

✔Major items cocerning the peoblem

✔ Rationale of the research

(2) Literature Reviews

This section consists of a thoughtful,

balanced,and critical evaluation of the

research literature that are highly relevant

to the planned study .

Why ?

-To address the gaps in existing

knowledge.

- To suggest the importance of the

planned study.

◾Overall purpose of lit review is to

discover knowledge .

◾Purposes of lit review :

▶Provide foundation of knowledge on

topic.

▶Determines an appropriate research

design/method for answering the research

question.

▶Determines the need for replication of a

well designed study or refinement of a

study (additional research).

▶Determines what is known about a

subject,concept or problem.

▶Determines gaps, consistencies &

inconsistencies about a subject, concept or

problem.

▶Discovers unanswered questions about a

subject, concept or problem.

▶Describes strengths & weaknesses of

designs,methods of inquiry and

instruments used in earlier works.

(3) Methodology

Include ?

➡Kind of data

➡procedures of collection (Data

collection)

➡Research procedures

➡Costs and fundings



➡Human subjects review (Usually

approved by special committees like IRB)

➡Ethics statement (Critical to be included
in the research)

➡Research Design

(4) Priliminary data

(5) Statement of limitations

Strengths&weaknesses

(6) Conclusion

✔Data collection

It’s a part of research process , but not the

same as research

▶Provides answers to some of the

questions addressed by the research topic

▶Helps us to draw conclusions about the

research.

QUESTION(S) we have investigated

Methods ?

◾Observations

◾Questionnaire and Surveys.

◾ Interviews

◾Record analysis (Documents and

Records).

Information bias&Misclassification

it’s when: “...information is collected

differently b/w two groups, leading

to an error in the conclusion of the

association.”

➡Information bias can result from

misclassified data.

➡Misclassification can be a result of:

✓ Incomplete medical records.

✓ Recording errors in records.

What’s plagiarism ?

➡Presenting someone else's work or ideas

as your own, with or without their consent,

by incorporating it into your work without

full acknowledgement.

▶Involves :

◾ Intentionally copying someone else’s

ideas or words and not attributing them.

◾Colluding with other students on work

when prohibited from doing so.

◾Cutting and pasting text from the

Internet and passing it off as your own.

◾Purchasing someone else’s work and

describing it as your own.

Data is defined as ➡Pieces of information

obtained in a study called to be the actual

“values” of the study variables

▶Data can be either : ✔Quantitative

(measurement)

Discrete or Continuous

✔Qualitative (Categorical)

Nominal or Ordinal

Demands on data : (features)

•Relevance to the problem or situation at

hand.

• Must be available in a timely manner to

the right person .

• Completeness

• Accuracy

• Accessibility

• Affordability



1° source/data 2° source/data

1st hand data

gathered by the

researcher himself

Collected by

someone else

earlier

Real time data Past data

Surveys ,

observations ,

experiments ,

questionnare ,

personal interview ,

structured group

discussions ,informal
conversations

Government

publications ,

journal articles ,

websites ,internet

records , company

reports , acts of

parliament ,

texbooks

expensive economical

Long collection time Short collection

time


